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Arts help Ohio economy

Volume 102. Issue 33
WWW.BGNEWSCOM

Pros and cons of
online classes

By Tim Sampson

Some praise online classes

City Editor

for thier flexibility while
others think they don't
replace a traditional
classroom | Page 5

Senate address
technology issues
The faculty Senate
address technology issues

The arts and culture industries contribute S2.4 billion
to the economy of northwest
Ohio annually, according to
the results of a new study completed by researchers at the
University's Center for Regional
Development.
The results of the 2-year study

were announced last night at
a ceremony at the Valentine
Theater in downtown Toledo.
The study, which looked at
19 different creative industries
including museums, historical sites, advertising agencies,
publishers and audio visual
media among others, found that
these industries contributed
33,427 jobs to the 27 counties of
Northwest Ohio, said Michael

Carroll, the head of the Center
for Regional Development, who
led the study.
Putting that in layman's
terms, Carroll said the number
of jobs created by artistic and
creative industries is ten limes
the number produced by the
Toledo leep plant.
The study found that local
artistic industries contributed
more than $150 million in fed-

eral tax revenue and nearly $97
million in state and local taxes.
Carroll and his researchers
also found that Wood county
contributes 2.3 to 5.5 percent
of the money generated by the
arts.
University President Sidney
Ribeau was at the announce-

Contributions of the
arts in northwest Ohio:
■ $2.4 billion generated
annually
■ 33.427 jobs
■ $150 million in federal tax
revenue
■ $97 million in state and
local tax revenue

See ARTS | Page 2

and warns that
technology comes with
responsibility | Page i

Geography

Presidential elections enter the Information Age

■ Homecoming
arrives and so do
the party people

and geology
form new

From the "Wannabe
DJ" to the arrogant
underage drinker.

school

I homecoming always
brings out the regulars

| Page 6
By Gina Potthof f
Reporter

Managing your
time is key

appealing to students. If there
are at least four people in the
party, the Days Inn charges $30
for a hotel room, VIP access into
several bars and clubs without
waiting in lines, free parking,
free breakfast and other advantages.
Sales and marketing manager of the Days Inn at Windsor,
Voula Dikaliotis, knows students will want to visit Windsor
for the gambling, drinking and
package hotel offers.
But what really sets Windsor
apart from other cities is the
safety it provides, she says.
"Our downtown is very safe

There's a new school on campus, and it's called the School
of Earth, Environment and
Society.
This new school, which has
been in effect since luly 1 of
this academic year, is made up
of the University's geology and
geography departments and the
environmental program.
SEES is a school like the
College of Arts and Sciences is a
school, said new school director
Charles Onasch.
The
formal
proposal
for
the
program
was submitted
in the summer
of 2006 and the
Board of Trustees
approved it in
Charles
May this year.
Onasch
The school was
Director
created because
of School
a number of facof Earth.
ulty in the three
disciplines share
Environment
common interand Society
ests and all three
usethe same rapidly growing geospatial technology, which consists of remote
sensing, GPS and Geographic
Information Systems.
The new school, which has 22
faculty members and instructors, puts an emphasis on
interdisciplinary studies. This
means the geology, geography
and environmental program
all work together throughout
research and teaching.
Onasch said a complex problem cannot be solved with only
one discipline.
He also said the top 10 universities in the nation have
interdisciplinary studies, such
as the University of Michigan,
Columbia University and
Stanford.Although these schools
were not BGSU's model, Onasch
said they are examples of other
successful programs.
loe Erizado, associate geology
professor, said the new school
would make it easier for students
to look at spatial problems.
Geology students are more
concerned with the physical
environment, whereas geography students deal with the
social side of the situation, such
as societal impact, and the environment fits in perfectly, Frizado
said.
"As long as you're interacting
with other people on the face of
this Earth, it's a spatial issue,"
he said.
The new school allows students to look at all sides of the
equation.
Onasch gave the example of
Hurricane Katrina. Researchers
look at the weather, the geology
of the area, the engineering levy
aspect, environmental damage
and the human impact.
There are currently course
proposals in motion that would
have the SEES prefix and students can expect to see a Master
of Science in geospatial science

See WINDSOR | Page 2

See SCHOOL | Page 2

Learning the balancing
act between school,
fun and clubs is key to
success m college says
Columnist Levi Wonder
| Page 4

BGSU's repuation
takes a hit
Micheal Wilcox made
comments that hurt
BGSU's academic
reputation according
to a letter from Sarah
Stephenson | Page 4

Battle of the
birds: Falcons vs.
Eagles

ILLUSTRATION BY DANNY WHITE
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After winning at home,
the team travels to face

Politicians go hightech to reach voters

No. 7 Boston College this
Saturday | Page 5

Volleyball wins
again in Anderson
The Falcons defeated
IPFW in their final
non-conference game at
home | Page 5

By Theresa Scott
^
w

Reporter

l

What are you doing
during fall break?

JIMMY SCHROETER
Junior.
Philosophy
I'm going bungee
jumping in Maine and
eating pumpkin pie."
| Page 4
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TODAY
PM Showers/Wind
High: 76. Low: 54

.>
TOMORROW
Sunny
High. 81. Low: 57

k

The world is becoming more technological and politicians are trying hard
to catch up.
Two of these politicians are Barack
Obama, who has 179,379 friends on
MySpace and )ohn McCain, whose TV
ad has had over 2,000 YouTube views
since it was added onto the site Thursday
afternoon.
Even though Election Day is still over
a year away, it is clear that the Internet
will play a more dominate role in politi-

cal campaigns than in any previous
election. This year MySpace launched
"MySpace impact," which focuses on
political issues and features MySpace
pages for the 2008 political candidates. This luly. CNN held the first ever
"YouTube debate" where YouTube subscribers submitted their questions to be
answered by the democratic presidential candidates.
Mark Ingles, president of the College
Democrats, said this new emergence is
an effective way to reach a larger audience of young people.
"It is the most effective way they have

come up with to reach students," Ingles
said. "Especially since college students
move so fast and this is a good way to get
some real grassroots support started."
The Internet is also makingan impact
for local politicians. Robin Weirauch,
the democratic candidate running for
U.S. Congress in Ohio's 5th District
made her candidacy official by means
of a YouTube video.
Ben Krompak, Weirauch's campaign
manager, said access to the Internet has
See VOTERS | Page 2

Windsor: the Las Vegas of the North
By Andy Ouricl
Reporter

"The drinking age is 19 so it is the main
attraction for people under 21 to go up

Windsor, Ontario offers a variety of bars and a large casino
close to Bowling Green, but
one of the biggest reasons as
to why it is so popular with
students is the legal age to
participate in these activities.
With Canada's legal age to
drink and gamble being 19,
many students, especially
those under 21, travel north of
the border to Windsor to enjoy
themselves.
The trip from Bowling Green
is approximately 85 miles
— making it very convenient
for students to travel without
spending a whole day driving.

there. It's pretty convenient and easy to
get to. Nothing too difficult."
Kyle Metzger | Junior

Kyle Metzger, junior, has visited Windsor on several occasions, mainly to drink while
being under 21. He plans to
continue visiting because of
how close and easy it is to get
there.
"The drinking age is 19 so it
is the main attraction for people under 21 to go up there,"
Metzger said. "It's pretty convenient and easy to get to.

Nothing too difficult."
With so many students
traveling north, not only from
Bowling Green, but also from
other universities, Windsor
offers close to 30 hotels in or
near the downtown area to
accommodate an overnight
stay.
One of the more popular
hotels in Windsor, the Days
Inn, offers many attractions
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VOTERS

WINDSOR
From Page 1

From Page 1
been very helpful in this campaign.
It is a resource that is convciiient and accessible to a lot
more people and the message
can be pill out there much more
quickly than it would with a
traditional announcement."
krompaksaid.
Even though the Internet is
so easily accessible, students do
need to do their own part and
actively look for information,

compared to larger U.S. cities." Dikaliotis said.
She also notes the atmosphere Windsor provides.
Some of the main attractions are riverfronts with
trails overlooking Detroit's
skyline, outdoor cafes, shopping and a large center of
culture and history including an Underground Railroad
Memorial.
liven though the culture
might be overwhelming, students' main attraction will
most likely be the bars and
clubs — especially if they
cannot do this in the United
States.
Students like Metzger think
19- and 20-year-olds have little to worry about drinking
in bars at Windsor because,
unlike the U.S.. it is legal in
Canada.
"Thcabilitytodrink without
the fear of getting caught and
being underage is why people
go to Windsor," Metzger said.
With having a lot of students in Canada at any given
time, problems can arise from
people getting out of control
by drinking too much.
Sgt. Steve Dickson of the
Windsor Police Department
knows a lot of young people
visit Windsor and they have
the potential to cause trouble
for the city.
"We have a lot of problems
with young people downtown," Dickson said. "I would
imagine a lot of the young
kids in the U.S. |would| take

Ingles said.
People have to go to the
medium, the medium does not
just come to them," he said.
lunior Kevin Wireman said
the Internet is just a new way to
market politics but the messages
are still the same. He admits he
does not often go searching for
politicians when he is on the

web,
"I'm not sure how effective

lonline campaigning! is because
I don i pay any more attention
than I would to an ad on TV,"
Wireman said.
People need to pay attention
when researching candidates
(inline because some issues can
be marginalized in this medium. Ingles said.
"You can't really explain your
entire issue on a YnuTube video"
Ingles said." I'hc big idea may be
addressed but the nuances of an
issue can be lost in a 30 second
video."
Krompack
said
online
resources are really just the tip
of the iceberg when it comes to
politics.
I be Internet gives young voters and students a chance to
understand a little more about
the campaign and then right
there on the same page they
can learn how they can become
involved and maybe volunteer
some time," Krompack said.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

SCHOOL
From Paqe 1
or a Bachelor of Science for the
school in the future.
"Our biggest hurdle is that
our school is still located in
three different buildings,"
Onaschsaid.
The new school is saving the
University money by paying
one director instead of three
separate ones, but could save
even more money if the three

advantage to drink legally in
Windsor."
Although young people
might get out of control, he
said they do not cause more
trouble than the average person in a bar.
"Thereare problems with all
kinds of people in downtown
and in the casino," Dickson
said. "We don't have too
many problems with young
American kids in Windsor."
Windsor is very popular
to University students and
sometimes those who visit go
back numerous times.
Even if a student hasn't
been to Windsor, they have
most likely heard about it
from the number of students
who have.
"(Windsor] is very popular with college students,"
Metzger said. "Pretty much |if
you askl anyone on campus
if you have been to Windsor,
they would know what you
are talking about."
Although the trip is convenient for most, problems
might arise from new U.S.
regulations entering a foreign
country.
According to the U.S. State
Department, those who plan
on traveling to Windsor after
Jan. I, 2008 may be required
to carry a passport to gain
entrance into a foreign country — either entering the U.S.
or Canada.
This means students who
do not have a passport and
plan on traveling to Windsor
after the first of the year
will have to purchase one to
ensure entrance into Canada.

self-sufficient facilities were
combined.
He said there has been discussion of building a new science
building sometime in the near
future and after some reorganization maybe at least two of the
three disciplines would be in the
same facility.
The school will prosper when
they are all in one place, Onasch
said.
Enrique Gomezdelcampo,
assistant professor of the center for environmental programs
and geology, is a member of two
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11:12 A.M.
Randy Rashawn Fitzpatrick. 21, of
Bowling Green, was cited for speeding at the corner of Clough and
Williams streets.
11:20 A.M.
Fitzpatrick was cited again for
speeding, this time on Crim Street.
7:51 P.M.
Sarah B Borsick. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for assault at an
apartment on Napoleon Road after
allegedly punching her roommate's
boyfriend
10:45 P.M.
Police respond to Kriescher after
a hair straightener set off the fire
alarm

>
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Obama speaks at DePaul Univ.
CAMPAIGN TRAIL Democratic presidential hopeful. Sen. Barack Obama. DHL delivers a foreign policy speech on the campus of DePaul Unrversity in Chicago yesterday.

ARTS
From Page 1

ment last night where he called
Carroll's research innovative.
"We very seldom look at the
arts from the other angle—how
it impacts the economy," Ribeau
said.
Ribeau and other speakers
at the event said that the studywould be useful in persuading
policy makers who don't see the

of the three units, lie said this
gives him a unique perspective
since he knows people in two
areas and how the areas operate.
He would like the divisions
between the units to disappear in the next few years and
encourages students to be curious about what the other units
do or what classes they offer.
Frizado plans to get high
school students interested in the
new school through e-mail.
High school students who
take the ACT or SAT and express

TUESDAY
4:06 A.M.
A South Summit Street resident
said someone stole a radar detector,
eight CD's and t5 in change from
her unlocked car overnight.

inherent social value of the arts.
Ohio First Lady Frances
Strickland said government
should foster the growth and
development of the arts.
"When you're cutting off the
arts you're cutting off a way for
people to communicate," she
said.
Toledo
Mayor
Carleton
Finkbeiner told the audience at
the event that lie wanted Toledo
to try and bring creative industries
to the city.

" You've heard of the starving artist, but artists don't haw to starve
in Toledo," Finkbeiner said.
ljtcas County already contributes 33 percent to the total amount
of money generated by the arts in
northwest Ohio.
Hut even without the revenue
created by the arts, Strickland said
they are still worth protecting
"I don't think we necessarily
have to use the economy to make
an excuse for why the arts are
important." she said.

interest in one of the three fields
of study will be sent a personal
Web site address that is tailored
to their interests as much as possible so they can look at what the
new school has to offer.
Frizado said the best way to
reach 17-year-olds is through the
Internet.
They use a similar program
with prospective grad students
and usually see 60 percent of
the students come back to the
site within the first three days
and 25 percent visit repeatedly
after that.

The e-mails are going out next
week, and Frizado is unsure what
the result will be, but he wouldn't
be surprised if there was some
avid student interest.
Students on campus can learn
about this new school from their
advisors, campus activities or
publications.
Frizado wants students to
know that the school is there and
that it is one of those things that
can make them different from
the other graduates that are only
focused on finishing their specific degrees.
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Are you Extraordinary?
American Studies:
Focus on South Florida

For nearly 70 years Owens Corning has been a company of
innovation, leadership and diversity. Our success is rooted in the
talented people who work at Owens Corning.

Ecosystem Science and Policy
International Finance
and Marketing

We are looking for extraordinary talent at Bowling Green
State University, specifically in the following areas.
•
•
•
•
•

Customer Fulfillment
Sales
Supply Chain
Finance
Information Systems

BGSU Career Expo
October 9, 10:30 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.
Perry Field House.
Please join us at the BGSU Career Expo to find out how your career
with Owens Corning will give you opportunity, challenge and purpose.
Take the opportunity to talk to recruiters about intern and full-time
opportunities in your area!

For information on positions at Owens Corning
please visit us at our career site.
www.owenscorningcareers.com

ss*- --

....

Spend spring
semester
in South Florida.
Earn 12-15
semester credits.
See website for
more program
choices!
www.miami.edu/gomiamisemester

THE PINK PANTHER TM & © 2007 MGM AH Rights Rtwrwd

E-mail: miamisemester@miami.edu
AIM: miamisemester305
Phone: 305-284-3183
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GET A LIFE
Some ev«TO taken horn evenktxpu.edu

By K.itc Snydcr
Reporter

8 am. -II p.m.
Muslim Student
Association
204 0lsc.impH.ill

8:30 a.m.-- 12 p.m.
Annual Fall Scholastic
Journalism Workshop
208 Union

9 a m.-2 o m
East Toledo Day
101 Olscimp

Randy Rashawn Ticket Sale
Union

10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Spirit Groups Dinner Sale
8 p.m
Bowling Green
Philharmonia and
Collegiate Chorale
Kobacker Hall

Faculty Senate addresses
technology issues

Online Classes offer opportunities

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Union
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Online classes offer students
a variety of opportunities with
varying advantages and disadvantages.
Dave Ilaus. a professor in the
history department, said online
courses do not replace the values
students learn in the classroom.
"It has its own advantages that
are unique to that format," he
said.
The course content is the
same, but the means of communication is different, Connie
Molnar. Director of the Distance
Education program, said.
One of the biggest advantages in taking a course over the
Internet is the convenience and
flexibility. Students who travel,
have jobs, or have families to take
care of, can take classes during
their free time.
In the 2(106-2007 school year,
5,000 students were enrolled in
online classes, Molnar said. Now
that it's so convenient for so many
different people's schedules, more

*&&ft* $9.99
12 Piece Bucket
I luviri & Drum
12 Pieces of
Original Recipe"
or Extra Crispy ,NI
oiler expires
10/31 07

people are willing to try for a
degree or finish one they started
before, Molnar added.
"I have a family, I work fulltime," said Amy West, a student
in the Advanced Technological
Education program.
West is looking to finish up
coursework she started with
community classes. She said she
is able to finish coursework at
eleven o'clock at night, very early
in the morning, or during her
lunch break.
The problem with so much flexibility is students need to be selfmotivators to meet deadlines.
"If you re going todo this, you're
going to have to be very independent and motivated," West said.
Christopher Mruk, a Natural
and Social Sciences professor
at Eirelands, said students who
are unable to set a schedule and
maintain it could get lost or fall

behind.
"Online courses, 1 think, require
a higher level of maturity on the
part of the students," he said.
Kerry foster, a student, attested
to that. When you're in an online

Meal Includes
Country Breaded Catfish
Fresh Made Cole Slaw
Crispy Fries
2 llushpuppies
Crumblies
All Da>
and Evening
Wednesday's

Only!

Welre.Your^gil^
Preventiv?Maintenanc
te^ ^Headquarters^

^Juffy
«

The longer you keep it the more
risk there is."
lenks added t he i mportance of
giving out information securely.
"E-mails are not secure. Don't
put anylhingine-mailsyou don't
want others to see." she said.
According to Haschak, there
are five key steps to protecting
sensitive data: (I) familiarize
yourself with what is considered
sensitive data. (2) know where
sensitive data is located on your
computers and devices, (31
securely delete senstt ive data per
the Records Retention Schedule,
(41 protect the sensitive data and
(51 immediately report any loss
of sensitive information.
What lenks and Haschak
advised faculty to do was delete
the records they have of students
to ensure student's information
— like grades, It X) numbers and
social security numbers — don't

Technology brings people certain opportunities, but it conies
with responsibilities too.
At yesterday's Faculty Senate
meeting, technology and its
responsibilities was the main
topic discussed.
Today technology is an important issuetoaddress. said Patrick
I'aiiken, chair of I acuity Senate.
Technology and the security
of students records was what
guest speakers Ann lenks, head
of archival collections, and
Matthew I laschak. information
security analyst, discussed with
the faculty.
One of the most important
issues they addressed was how
long faculty should hold important student records and data.
"Every second you have
a record you don't need you
increase the risk that information will be exposed," said lenks.

See CLASSES | Page 8
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Apply Today for full or
part time opportunites.
Why would you want to work anywhere else?

By Ella Fowler
Reporre.
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Career Opportunites!

class you don't have the professor
in front of you, reminding you
about deadlines, she said.
"You really have to be motivated to prepare for the class,"
Foster said.
Another aspect of learning that
is lost in the absence of a traditional classroom is the immediate presence of the instructor and
other classmates.
Students have to work harder to
communicate with their professor and one another.
Lack of a constant presence is
also hard on some of the teachers. Mruk and Ilaus said they
really have to rely on students to
let them know when they are lost
or confused.
"All those non-verbal cues are
gone," Mruk said.
Mruk and Ilaus encourage
their students to immediately email their professors when there
is a problem. Both of them try
their hardest to get back to students within 24 hours.

Dimling Greet KFC & Long John Silver's
1020 North Main St. 352-2061
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"Every second you have a record you don't need you increase the risk that information
will be exposed. - Ann Jenks, head of archival collections, speaking to Faculty Senate [see story, p. 3]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What are you doing during Fall Break?
"I'm working."

k

"Just going home."

"Going to a haunted

"I'm going home."

ship in Cincinnati."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
JULIE SOLOMON,
Junior. Tourism and Event
Planning

MICHAEL
ZIMMERMAN.
Freshman. Pre-Nursing

RACHEL WILLIAMS,
Junior. Early Childhood
Education

MICHAEL CELUSTA,
Freshman. Sports
Communications

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Trustee's comment only hurt
BGSU's academic reputation
I am writing in response to
University Trustee Michael Wilcox's
comment that the University is not
an "Ivy league" school, a defense
which he regards as justification
lor the new scholarship allotments
["Univ. Hoard of Trustees passes
!> resolutions," Oct. 1|. I think we
would all agree BGSU is definitely
not an Ivy League school. But does
that give us the jurisdiction to stop
striving for academic excellence?
With these new scholarship changes, one would think so. Of course the
University is not an Ivy League school,
bill it is precisely this fact that makes
it important that our upper level
scholarships are competitive to more
academically minded students. We
do not necessarily provide the same
academic emphasis and challenge of
an Ivy League school... so what is the
motivation for students who might
be Ivy League caliber to attend the
University?
With the new scholarship allocation, the University is communicating a clear message — we value our
enrollment numbers and tuition
money more than our academic
success.
This value preference is completely
acceptable, but in looking at the
FtCiSlJ Vision Statement, it says the
University strives to be the "premier
Learning Community in Ohio and
one of the best in the Nation." It seems
to me in this situation these two values are contradictory.
How are we to become the "premier
Learning Community in Ohio" when
we are blatantly downplaying the
importance of academic success in
our scholarship allocation?
University administrators need to

make up their minds and consider
what they are gaining and what they
are potentially sacrificing with this
change. Let's at least make our words
match our actions. Perhaps our Vision
Statement should really say we "strive
nobly to increase enrollment to the
maximum capacity possible." At least
then we'd be telling the truth.
— Sarah Steplienson
Senior. English Education

Talk is nice, but what if
Ahmadinejad really is crazy?
I am writing in response to the
column written by David Busch
on Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad |"We need to talk with
Iran," Oct. 1|.
First, I would like to say I respect his
opinion but wonder what was going
through his mind when he wrote this
column? When Busch states: "When
I heard this thought this didn't sound
evil at all. It brought a warm feeling to
my heart because of the strength he
has in his faith." This was his reaction
to a comment made by the Iranian
President after he was asked if he
had anything to say to the American
people.
My first reaction was of disbelief,
how could someone react this way to
a mad man who denies the state of
Israel and the existence of the holocaust?
He continues by wondering how the
big bad United States could make him
look like the most hated man in the
world.
Could it be that he simply is?
Ahmadinejad is a mad man, who has
tried, is trying and will continue to try
to obtain weapons of mass destruction. Does this not alarm Busch? The
fact that he hates Israel and Judaism
and would gladly get rid of both if

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? Here's how to
get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information Center.

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

he had the chance? Does this bring
warmth to your heart? How about the
similarities between this man and
another dictator that was a terrific
public speaker and also hated the
lewish faith?
Before saying the US should begin
speaking with countries like Iran and
Syria both of which harbor terrorists
who would like nothing better than
to bring down the world in which you
can write about a dictator, you should
consider who your writing about and
to what audience.
According to you, I guess in
America if you come across as a nice
guy on "60 Minutes" how bad could
you really be?
—Andrew McCroson
Sophomore. History Education

benefit more growth by serving a cold
Mountain Dew with a 6-inch cold cut
trio made fresh from Jimmy Johns?
Not only do we promote the economy
and please the stockholders by these
new regulations, we are setting the
bar for other universities across the
country.
The only thing I can hope the
University will focus on next is Beer
Pong regulations — heck some people
don't even use regulation size boards
and somehow permit the stacking of
cups, the heathens.
Nonetheless, game day for football
games will be a safer place because of
these new regulations. Thank you and
I'll see you at the Doyt!
—Adam C Bowman
Junior. Political Science

Tailqaring. brought to you by
far too many companies

Religion is too important to
stop talking about..

In response to the University outsourcing the concessions used for
"sideline munchies" and changing the
rules on what food can be served during tailgate parties for campus groups
I "University booze brings the blues,"
"Sideline munchies see a switch,"
Sept. 26|, I applaud the University's
efforts on cracking down on these
obvious disregards for the growth of
the campus.
The University, sponsored by Jimmy
Johns, McDonalds, Wendy's, Pepsi,
Gatorade, Pabst Blue Ribbon, BP,
Marathon, Papa Johns, Starbucks,
Enron, Lego, the NRA, Philip Morris,
Doritos, Stay Puft Marshmallows,
Martha Stewart, NAMBLA, Nikon,
Nabisco, MD 20/20, Meijer, Hershey,
Nintendo, Macintosh, Microsoft,
ACME, Rolling Stone, Sean lohn,
Reebok, Darren's Dance Grooves,
Jazzercise, Vintage Coins and
Collectables, TAB, Carnegie Steel,
Milton Bradley, Modern Woodman,
the Ford Motor Company, and "Tough
Actin" Tinactin, is finally taking
time to punish those who have taken
advantage of these loopholes for
countless years.
People that cook their own hot dogs
in promotion of their campus group
before games need to be restricted
and dare 1 even say, the board of
health should step in to regulate that
these cooking conditions are up to
par.
Anyway, wouldn't these groups

In Josh Newton's column, "This
debate about religion is going
nowhere" (Oct. 1|, he asserted that
"true atheists should not believe in
creationism, and true Christians
should not believe in evolution."
This is a false oversimplification, as
Christianity only denies macro-evolution.
Furthermore, Newton writes that
"as much as one may want to 'disprove' religion, it is impossible by
definition." While this is true—nothing we can say can totally disprove
lor prove) religion, educating ourselves more deeply on why we believe
what we believe is I) a core value our
University so strongly advocates, and
2) guaranteed to either answer or
raise questions. It is what we do with
these questions and answers that
makes all the difference, and this is
where prayer, and eventually, faith,
take root. Afterwards, if truth is still
too difficult a pill to swallow, even in
the undeniable spotlight of our own
erroneous thought, we might as well
accept existentialist ideals.
The only way "this debate about
religion is going nowhere" is by pushing it out of our radar. Yet our society
is influenced in so many realms by
the fear this tyrannical resolve renders, that we retreat, and by doing so,
we handicap ourselves from progressive and civilized problem-solving.
We must share our moral differences if we are ever to achieve a world

where spiritual truths transcend its
sanctioned cynicisms.
With regards to the current discussion on religion, I would challenge
Josh to practice the tolerance that he
has defined as "a concept we have
been taught all of our lives, yet it
is often the hardest concept to act
upon," by refraining from his intolerance of the free speech of his colleagues.
—Angela Wasserman
Junior, Psycliobgy

...but chances are still slim that
any progress will be made
Faith has again reared its ugly head
in The BG News. Very likely faith will
be with us for as long as we humans
survive. Some people will always accept
the existence of supernatural beings,
although what it means to say something exists that is not a natural being is
anyone's guess.
Faith is the polar opposite of reason.
It is not rational to accept something
on faith — that is why we have the very
notion of faith.'True believers will
accept something on faith even when it
is shown to be totally irrational. When
challenged, they may feel their faith is
being tested and will cling to it like a
life preserver on a sinking ship. That's
the power of faith — it is impervious to
reason.
Many will tell us their religious beliefs
are rational. Respect for reason is very
high in western culture and they will try
and usurp it for their own ends, but they
do not respect reason. They want to steal
its reputation in support of their irrational beliefs like "intelligent design."
Theology is not a "meta-science" as
one wrote. Theology is a corruption of
philosophy. It is an attempt to appear
rational and justify what they already
accept on faith. When that is shown to
them, many will then maintain that
even science, the epitome of reason,
ultimately involves an acts of faith. They
want to both exploit the reputation of
reason and science and degrade it at the
same time.
So, is it futile to engage in debates over
religion? For the fence-sitters it may be
valuable. But one who does not believe
in supernatural beings should never
expect to win over someone who is a
true believer.
— Ron Harris
Instructor. Math atul Statistics

Overwhelmed, distraught, discomposed and discombobulated

It's a question on every college
student's mind: "If I'm here to
study, learn, and earn a degree,
then why are there so many
diversions to distract me from
academic focus?"
This question is one I ask
myself every single morning
after I slink out of my bunk,
bump my head on the bedpost,
and gaze at the collage of yellow sticky notes plastered on
my closet door telling me what
I need to do on any given day
(If I don't write it down, then
I'll surely forget it). Believe
me, fellow overwhelmed and
bewildered students: I feel your
stress. Just remember that it
happens to everybody on any
college campus, regardless of
age, gender, organizational
skills, or class standing.

So, what should you do about
it? Here's a very uncomplicated
rule for this situation: "Don't
bite off more than you can
chew."
First off, everybody should
realize there are too many
things to do at college: I fully
acknowledge this, but such was
not the case during my first
week of classes. Immediately
after arriving at BGSU, I
unpacked my stuff, met my
roommate, made a few friends
on my dorm floor, and explored
campus a bit.
During all the frenzy of
move-in week, I wanted to desperately get involved with some
school activities. Quiz team,
intramural or club sports,
political clubs and organizations, radio and a literal ton of
other things. After studying
poster kiosks, activity posters, and asking students about
activities, I had a basic knowledge of things, and I was confident I could do it all.
Then, the homework started
flowing in.
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"After all of the confusion and low
productivity associated with me floundering
around Jerome Library like a caffeinated
squirrel with its head on backwards, I
decided to take a step back and... breathe."
Needless to say, I was no
longer sure if I could participate in all the clubs and extracurricular activities which I
had plotted out time for in my
oh-so-bookwork-fried head
(Three essays due the day
after a morning and afternoon
crammed with schoolwork can
do that to the mind).
After all of the confusion and
low productivity associated
with me floundering around
Jerome Library like a caffeinated squirrel with its head on
backwards, I decided to take a
step backand... breathe.
As with any stress-inducing
problem, calmness and simple
prioritization are fundamen-

tal. By trying to attend almost
every single introductory
meeting for the organizations
I wanted to get involved in, I
was running myself ragged.
1 pulled multiple late-nighters within the first two weeks
just to get all my work done.
Consequently, I was sleep
deprived for a while, making
me unable to attend all the
meetings... I think you all
know where this was going.
Essentially, I was heaping
too much on my plate, at too
early of a time to do so. The
first couple of weeks are good
for scoping and scouting out
potential activities and clubs,
but don't do as I did: do not

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON, CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU.DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKL WEB EDITOR
KRISTEN MOONEY.C0PY CHIEF
COUN WILSON, SPORTS EDITOR
ADDiECURUS. PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSOR SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
JORDAN FLOWER, PHOTO EDITOR

plan out a semester's worth in
a week and a half. Now that I
am involved with a sensible
number of extra-curriculars, I
have more free time to devote
to schoolwork.
Remember, students:
although there are an almost
infinite amount of things to
do at college (parties, video
games, sleep, sports, more
sleep, clubs, community service, clubbing, etc.), the primary reason we are all here is for
our studies and our academics.
You don't have to pay around
$17,000 a year to hang out, go
to parties, and be a hibernating
sleep-addict. Believe me, it took
me around two weeks to figure
out how to properly manage
my time around my classes
and whatnot.
However, this is not to say
there is no time for fun. As
evidenced by college life itself,
there is indeed much time
for recreation at college. The
hard part is deciding, "When
should I start on that twelvepage essay" or "My exam is in

two days and I haven't studied.
Should I start now?"
Take it from me: you need
some fun time to balance out
the hard work. Without recreation, we'd all be sleep-deprivation addled caffeine addicts
and future dropouts with
no incentive to stay focused.
Remember: the fun stuff gives
you a reason to do well in your
classes!
As I stated earlier, there is
plenty of time for fun at college. Every person just needs to
find his or her state of balance
where recreation and schoolwork are in equilibrium with
each other. But, if you are ever
in doubt about having enough
time in your schedule to do
something, then remember the
age-old adage: "Everything in
Moderation." Follow this rule,
and everything becomes much
easier to manage. Trust me on
this.
Send responses to this column
to thenewsiePbgnews.com.
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to be fewer than 500 words These
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to a current issue on the University's
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and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
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SIDELINES

Netters bounce back with
win against IPFW at home
BIG WEEKEND

By Chris Voloichuk
Assistant Spons Editor

HOCKEY
Falcon face off this
Saturday
The BG hockey team will hold
their annual Falcon Face-off
this Saturday evening from 46 p.m. at the BGSU Ice Arena.

ONLINE
Check The BG News
Sports Blog all
weekend long

JORDAN FLOWER

THE BG NEWS

IN YOUR FACE: Stephanie Swiger plays the ball back over the net in last night's game against
IPFW at Anderson Arena The Falcons won the match 5-0

Last night, the BG volleyball
team got back down to business
and took care of the home court
in their final non-conference
match against IPFW at Anderson
Arena.
On the heels of a weekend
where they lost two matches to
Mid-American Conference foes
Kent State and Ohio University,
the Falcons were able to sweep
IPFW to improve their record to
11-7 overall.
"This was a confidence
booster for us," middle blocker
Stephanie Swiger said. "After a
weekend with two disappointing losses, we really wanted to
come back and maintain our

MAC REBOUND: The
Falcons face Akron and Buffalo
this weekend where they'll try
to improve their 2-2 conference
record.

undefeated streak at home and
really put on a show for our fans
and show them that we're here
to compete this year."
The Falcons are 6-0 at home
this season.
In the first game. BG was able
to pull away toward the end to
win 30-22. With a hitting percentage of .372, 19 kills and just
three errors, the Falcons were
able to build an early lead and
hold on. IPFW had 15 kills and
five errors, and hit .208.
Game two was not as close. BG

took the lead from the get-go and
ran away with the contest, winning 30-19. Everything clicked
for the Falcons, as they hit .239
to IPFW s .019.
With 14 kills and a second
straight game of three errors, BG
won easily.
The Falcons had the momentum in their favor going into the
third game as they held onto
the lead and eventually won
30-26 despite a late rally by the
Mastodons. As a team, BG hit
.312 and had 22 kills and seven
errors. IPFW hit only.192.
"I just felt like today it was us
being so much stronger at the
net at hitting and blocking than
See NETTERS | Page;

For live game blogging and
up-to-the-minute updates on

FALCONS <§> NO. 7 EAGLES

the Falcons and their highoctane affair with Boston
College Saturday keep
your eyes glued to:
http://bgnewssports.
bi09spot.com

SCHEDULE

mum
WEEHi

Going for broke

TODAY

No matter the opponent,
Falcons want the win Saturday

Men's soccer
at Michigan State; 4 p.m.

FRIDAY
Women's soccer:
vs. Central Michigan: 4 p.m.
Women's tennis:

By Bill Bordcwick

at Queen City Tournaments;

GAME NOTES

Reporter

TBA. (Cincinnati. OH)
Cross country:
at All Ohio Championships;
2 p.m. (Delaware. OH).

SATURDAY
Football:
at Boston College; noon.

Volleyball:
vs. Akron: 7 p.m.

Volleyball:
vs. Buffalo; 3 p.m.
SUNDAY
Women's Soccer:
vs. Eastern Michigan; 1 p.m.
Mens Soccer
vs.IPFW4p.ra

OUR CALL
The List
The Rockies' Matt Holliday
was ruled safe. In his honor,
we list five other famous MLB
playoff controversies

1. A-Rod being
cheap: In the 2004 ALCS

JORDAN FIOWER I THE 60 NEWS

They've seen it all before.
They've experienced the big crowds that
come with playing the DCS opponents
They also know that points are not awarded for moral victories or close calls. It's not
enough to play a team like Boston Gollege
tough and not come away with the victory.
It still would go down as a loss. The Falcons
want the win Saturday in Chestnut Hill.
A win will not be easy, though. The Golden
Eagles are ranked in the top 10 in both the
AP Poll as weU as the Coaches Poll and have
a potential Heisman quarterback in Matt
Ryan.
"They have an excellent quarterback up
there in Matt Ryan, who is an All-American
type of player," said quarterback Tyler
Sheehan. "Overall they have a lot of good
athletes. They'll be a tough team to beat, but I
think we are very capable of doing that"
Sheehan is coming off another productive
week in which he completed 31-of-42 passes
for 270 yards and three touchdowns. He also
ran for a touchdown in the 41 -21 victory over
Western Kentucky.
Sheehan has played outstanding so far this
season and last week marked the first time
in two games in which he did not throw an
interception. He will need to take good care
of the ball on Saturday against BC for the
Falcons to have a chance in arguably their

LOOKING AHEAD: Freddie Barnes (7) turns uplield after making a catch and breaking a tackle during last week's game

Boiton Colleg. EagU* (5-0)
Atlantic Coast Conference
Coach: Jeff Jagodzinski
K«y PUyar. QB Matt Ryan
(11 TDs 1.545 yards)
Matchup: First ever meeting
BIG TIME: Boston College
is currently ranked No. 7 in the
AP Poll BG has never defeated a team ranked in the top 10.
AIR ASSAULT: The Falcons
are averaging 540 yards passing per game, first in the MAC.
While the Eagles are averaging
312 per game and allowing 269,
The latter is last in the ACC.
GOOD HANDS: Through
four games the Falcons have
13 players who have caught at
least one pass. Four players
have caught 18 or more passes,
eight have seven or more and
11 have three or mote.
BIG NUMBERS: BG is on
pace to have two receivers with
80 catches and 700 yards this
season. Corey Partridge has
22 catches for 203 yards and
Freddie Barnes has 29 catches
for 318 yards after four games.

FOOTBALL

against Western Kentucky Barnes leads the team in catches (29) and receiving yards (318).

against Boston, he ripped the
ball out of the pitcher's glove
as he got tagged out on his
way to first

Despite average first

2. Kenny Rogers
(Tigers): In last year's
playoffs. The Gambler was
caught with a dark smudge
on his pitching hand.

3. A J. Pierzynski
(White Sox): He clearly
strikes out cleanly against the
Angels in the 2005 ALCS.
then runs to first base anyway,
and gets called safe.

4. Jeffrey Mayer
(Yankees Fan): In
the 1996 ALCS between
Baltimore and New York, a 12year-old Jeff Mayer reached
out over the right field wall
and snagged a fly ball from
Orioles right fielder Tony
Tarasco. The ball was ruled a
home run.

5. Don Denkinger
(umpire): In the 1985
World Series, he called the
iyals' Jorge Orta safe at
;t when he was way out.

round golfers place 10th
By Kevin B.rger
Reporter

It was a tale of two rounds.
Bowling Green's men's golf
team finished in 10th place at the
Xavier Invitational in Loveland,
Ohio marking the fourth consecutive time the team has placed in
the top 10. However, their average
play in the first round may have
cost them a higher finish.
Senior and captain lace Walker
continued his stellar play placing
in the top 10 individually once
again.
BG finished with a score of
four under par placing them in
10th place out of 20 teams. The
competition included Marquette,
New Orleans, Eastern Kentucky
University, who has proved to be
a thorn in BG's side, as well as
Mid-American Conference rival
Akron.
The overall sentiment among
the team was that they played
very average.
"We played well today," said
Head Coach Garry Winger. "But
we feel we could have done a lot
better."

Kipchoge leads for men's team while
Fischer steps up for women runners
ByJo.hWh.th.rholt

By Josh Wh.th.rholt

"Golf is an individual

Reporter

Reporter

game. Everyone has

This was BG's first invitational
in two weeks, marking the longest
time in between tournaments
this year.
"We all did our own thing with
practicing," said Andrew Ladwig,
who carded a 173 (73-70) and
placed in 27th after the first day.
"Golf is an individual game,"
Winger said. "Everyone has their
own strengths and weaknesses.1'
Strong performances came
from Bowling Green native John
Powers and Matt Schneider.
Powers finished with a score
of one under par but wasn't too
excited by his or the team's play.
"We really struggled yesterday
(first day of tournament)," Powers

The BG men's cross country team competed in the
Greater Louisville Classic Saturday, but did not quite
meet their expectations coming into the event
The team placed 28th out of 36 teams at the meet
and the gap between the first man across the line
for BG, Eddie Kipchoge, and the last man. Curtis
Famsel. was over three minutes—not good considering the pack time the previous meet was a mere
44 seconds.
"They just didn't run up to their potential," coach
Cami Wells said.
The one bright spot for the men's team was an
11th place finish from sophomore Eddie Kipchoge.
Kipchoge ran an impressive time of 24:1637, a
personal best as well as the third-best all-time at BG
and the best time for the Falcons since 1983.
This was kjpchoge's first full 8K race of the season after being forced to drop out of the Mel Brodt
Invitational two weeks ago due to an ankle injury.
Kipchoge felt strong all the way though and managed to do the Falcons proud.
"I was very happy with Eddie's performance,"
Wells said. "He did a nice job. He was still a little
tentative after his inaugural meet but he ran strong
and looked good."
The next Falcons to cross the line were senior
Brad Wells at 195th and a time of 26:45.62 and fresh-

The BG women's cross country team traveled down
to Louisville, Ky. for the Greater Louisville Classic
on Saturday where they did BG proud by finishing
seventh out of 28 teams.
A pack time of 1:13 helped the Falcons on their
way to the seventh place finish, but the Falcons
still are not happy. The pack time between the
first and fourth runners was only 35 seconds,
making the gap between the fourth and fifth
runners the team's Achilles' heel.
"I was very happy with the top four runners,"
said coach Cami Wells. "That was the best we
have had a top-four finish in some time. The gap
between the four and five runners is just something we will have to continue to work on."
The team got a strong placing in a top 25 finish from freshman Ashley Fischer in a personal
best time of 18:03.93. Fischer has been a strong
performer for the Falcons this season after
winning her debut and placing ninth at the Mel
Brodt Invitational two weeks ago.
"Ashley has been doing a great job." Wells
said. "She did well against a strong field and did
a great job from start to finish. I was happy to
see her have another (personal record]."
Carly Bates was the second Falcon across
the line, placing 38th with a time of 18:27.17.

SeeGOlF|Paae7

See HEN | Page?

See WOMEN | Page 7

their own strengths
and weaknesses."
Garry Winger | BG coach

NOT NEWS

THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: What did the cannibal get when he was late for dinner?
Wednesday October 2.2007 6

A: The cold shoulder.

READ THIS INSTEAD OF GOING TO YOUR LAST CLASS BEFORE BREAK

Homecoming weekend is a good time to analyze those you party with
^Hfc
g
^W
I^M
^^^^M

COLBY JAMES

JBdB
Homecoming thai magical day that, just like (hrlstmas,
gives you an excuse to be drunk
all day starting at 1(1 a.m. And if
youte like me, you spent iiu- past
homecoming weekend asleep In
the bathroom periodical!) awak
ening to spew out bits of ibalupa
with extra baja sauce into the
toilet.
And what happens when
you're all out of beer? Well,
chances are you go to an) one of
the several parlies thai ■spring up
during homecoming weekend
and steal somebod) dseS beer,
because the only thing cooler
than excessive drinking is free
excessive drinking! (For the sake
of not having students'dads

e-mailing me I would just like to
I'-mailiriR
clarify that
line was
that the previous Brie
no)
lx' taken seriousnot intended to lie
serious
lv everybody knows you should
l\:
''xciA'liodvknowsyoiishould
only gel excessively drunk off
onlyget
oil of
sour own beer because stealing
youi
is wrong.)
Once the worst pan of the
night hits (the sobering up part),
and you're done Hipping over the
couch cushion lo hide ihe vomii
slain, you may notice that the
party is crawling with people you
hate. Unfortunately, it seems the
party scene is a cesspool of jerks,
uglies, and filthy, filthy hooehiemamas, all of whom ruin the
nigbl for us noble pel lygocrs
who just want lo drink ourselves
intoidioC) in peace.
First you have the "Who-thebeck-is-ihai-guy'' guy. (hats
just like his name sounds has

he here
lnw and how
how did he find you?
Furthermore, why is he drinking
all your beer? Nobody ever con ibis guy about his seem
seemfronts this
ingly
generation at
ingl\ spontaneous generational
party; instead they just point
the party:
and whisper. The good news is.
when he finally does leave, everyone has a great time making fun
of him. Granted the jokes usually
don'l make sense, but they don't
have 10, because you're drunk.
Next is the "Wannabe l)|." You
know that moment in the party
when everyone is dancing and
having a good time until the
music is abruptly interrupted by
someone who decides it's his job
to skip certain songs? Well, that's
a result of this fellow. Why is it
thai at every party there's some
pseudo-music connoisseur who
believes his musical lastes are the
only lastes refined enough that
have earned him the almighty
power to select a song on the
"I loll I'artay" playlist on my il'od?

everyone asking "Who the heck
is dial guy!?" I very party has
him. I le's that random guy thai
nobodv seems 10 know. Wily is

" The fact is,
underaQG QrinkinQ
JUSt JSF11 COOl

—

unless you tell good
jokes..."
look, if you don't like the song
wait four minutes and it will he
over. Nobody besides you wants
to hear "Crank I hal'time limes
in a row, anyway. To prevent this
guy from taking over any of my
parties, I've started connecting a
car battery to my stereo so anybody screwing with the music
will be administered an electrical
shock. Really, it's the only way
they'll learn.
Then there's the arrogant
underage drinker. While Ibis guy
may think he's cool because he's
,11 the big kids party" the fact is
nobodv wauls him ihere. First

WiNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
Spring Semester
JMtNllltS

Winthrop t Summit Terrace

PROPERTY*

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

2 Bed /1 Bath

4 bed/ 2 bath

4 bed / 4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

# of Roomales

®

4

4

3

Rent

1570($285 each)

Jl196(J299 each)

J1292(J323 each)

J900($300 each)

thighs around in a combination
of dirty dance moves that would
make Patrick Swayze uncomfortable, lust looking at her is enough
to give you optical herpes. Ml the
beer in the party wouldn't make
you sexy, so why not exchange
that sleazy shirt for a touch of
class? If not for yourself, then at
least for the rest of us who have
to suffer the aesthetic misfortune
of coming into contact with you.
I'm sure you can think of many
more people who can kill a good
part)', but if I take the time to
write about anymore of them,
I'll end up choking on my own
rage (and regurgitated chalupa
bits). Parties wouldn't even be
worth going to if it weren't for
true friends, because tnie friends
will share their alcohol with you
if you ask politely. And in the end
isn't that all ihat matters?

off, he's a liability and shouldn't
be there, and secondly someone
has to take care of him after
he has too much to drink in a
fruitless attempt to prove that
"irresponsibility is cool." Hie fact
is, underage drinking just isn't
cool — unless you tell good jokes
when you're drunk, in which
case you're probably the life of
the peRy Sadly, this fellow is too
busy mouthing off to women and
starting fights with guys to be
anything but the demise of the
party. What you need is a fresh
batch of responsibility. Come
back when you're older (or have
some good jokes).
And of course, no party would
be complete without the "l-thinklieing-drunk-and-easy- makesme-sexually-attractive" dancer
girl. Yes I know, it's hard to say
her name, but trust me, it's even
harder to look at her. Wearing a
top that reveals too much of what
you don'l want to see, ibis giri
grinds and shakes her gelatinous

('ottjy James (cjfbtdh9bgsu.
nlii) is old enough lo drink but
just not responsible enough.

You might be a college student if...
10. You get more sleep in class than in your room
9. You are personally keeping the local pizza place from bankrupcy.
8. Your underwear supply dictates the time between laundry.
7 Your breakfast consists of a coke on the way to class

Gas

JO

J44

all electric

S114

Electric

J20

J72

J140

J97

Water

$0

JO

J120

Included w/Electric

Trash

JO

JO

JO

JO

4. You wear the same jeans 13 days in a row - without washing

Basic Cable

J44

J44

JO

J44

them

Internet

JO

JO

JO

J48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

6. You live in a house with three couches, none of which match
5. You have ever seen two consecutive sunrises without sleeping.

3. You live in an area that is smaller than most mobile homes

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

2. Your idea of feeding the poor is buying yourself some Ramen

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Noodles

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

Security Deoosit

S200 ($100 each)

$600($150 each)

J1292($323 each)

J500 ($167 each)

1. You have ever written a check for 45 cents

'Mole: All utilities ate based on a market survey and are on a 1? month average Dut to weather, bills may be higher in some months
scource. www.lifeisaioke.com

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419 352 9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

t»

ASLADA BISTRO
nono 419 3;jCO50

^asiaaO'Vno'TKJii com

Offers authentic homemade cutsme with no
persetvatives at a reasonable price
Wide Assortment of Vegetarian and
Vegan Choices Offered

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

Our b»sl lelection mctuaet

'.' .. -..;

Stuttea Peppers
-Beef Goulash a Stroganoft
-PortoDella Florentine
■ana more

Get a cup of soup

HALF OFF

•*+•< pwnruwtg eny Wrap
■x Pantm Swdwitft
C-T •*"Oi«<W> No Q«*r (Meets* ■«

This Year |

i

we're turning 1

rap

Help Us Celebrate

Selection of Samples
offered at 8am till 6pm
i
MYLE*

'

Thursday October 4th

BAKER STRE ET
BAUD OOO 0 »

D I I 1 C 1 1US

Myles Baker Street
434 E. Woostcr
419-352-9160

S fla?

the

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Pfff5jT?J

Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, i
Full cable W/HBO - J20/month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

mrock Village
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$6S07month plus uWDBes
Washer and dryer hock up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Leadership. Friendship & Opportunities! For more information on this exciting leadership development course,
visit Rm. I5l Memorial Hall or contact LTC DeWalt, 419-372-2476/mdewalt@bgsu.edu

-

Excellent location for BGSU facility
Stove, fridge, dishwasher disposal
Jacuzzi tub In some i ruts
Den/Offlce n sore r 'Central*

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

FOOTBALL
From Page 5
toughest test on the season.
"This is probably our biggest test
of the year so far and could be
our biggest test of the entire season," Sheehan said. "We're going
to have a solid game plan and
it'll be up to us to execute it better than we have all season."
The defense has also been
steadily progressing as the season has gone along. Their l>est
performance probably came
this past weekend against the
llilltoppcrs in which the unit
forced five turnovers.
The defense will need to continue its solid play because the
Golden Eagles will probably be
the toughest opponent on the
schedule.

"We take each game one game
at a time, one play at a time,"
said linebacker Loren Hargrove.
"We as a defense know we want
to be the best defense in the
MAC and to do that you have to
swarm to the ball, eliminate the
big plays and take away the long
paws."
Could thisbeanother weekend
in which a top 10 team falls? Pive
goliaths were slain last weekend
and BC will look to keep that
underdog magic alive against
Boston College on Saturday.
"1 think college football is such
a level field now - anybody can
beat anybody," said coach Gregg
Brandon. "lust last Saturday, we
saw a bunch of teams lAuburn,
Kansas State and Maiyland all
won on the road against top
ten opponents] that won that
weren't supposed to win.''

MEN

"They have to use
each other to push

From Page 5
man Chris Moodv at 21 lib and a
time of 26:58.21.
Wells and Moody have been
keeping their own personal pack
since die beginning of the season,
now Wells says it's just a matter of
getting the rest of the team up with
them.
Finishing the scorers were
seniors Kevin Kaighin at 251st and
Curtis Kamsel at 252nd in times of
2735.40 and 27:3685 respectively.
Wells was not happy with the way
her seniors ran on Saturday, she'd
hoped they would t)e closer to the
second and third ninners.
"I was disappointed in their
efforts," Wells said. 'They have to
use each other to push each other
instead of settling in."

NETTERS
From Page 5
they woe," said coach DeniseVan
DeWblle.
Throughout the games, some
individual performances stood
out On the night. Swiger had 16.5
points 15 kills and a .41-1 hitting
percentage, left side hitter Corey
Domek added 16 points, another
15 kills and Ml .444. Middle hitter kendra Halm had 11 kills, 13.5
points and hit an impressive .500
for the match.
Chelsey Meek has 24 digs in her
last three games, about eight per
game
"We feel good if we get four Idigs]
a game," Van 1V W'alle said.
As a team, BG had 55 kills to go
with only 13 emirs, and hit .307.

WOMEN
From Page 5
She was followed closely by
Kara Butler at 41st in a time of
18:35.12 and freshman Barbara
Powers at 47th and a time of
18:38.00.
The Falcons had more strong
performances from their freshmen on Saturday with one at the
first, fourth and fifth scoring spots,
something the team is counting
on to help them when it comes
time for the Mid-American
Conference meet.
"They are some very hard
working young ladies," Wells
said. "They will continue to gain
confidence as they run well and
we will keep building on that."
The Falcons look to use last
Saturday's success as a launching pad to the upcoming AllOhio meet where they will face
most of the MAC teams including rival Toledo and projected
MAC champs, Ohio University.
"We have a lot of incentive to
go out against the best teams
in Ohio and do well," Wells
said. "This year there is a much
stronger field and we plan to go
out and prove ourselves among
them. That's our goal,"

each other instead of

THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Todays pick'em is like
Christmas in July. Thanks.
Fall Break1 Today were
joined by Rochester native
and BG hockey player
Derek Whilmore. Hes not
a Buckeye Ian and I can't
see many college hockey
players being fans of Boston
College either. Welcome

K0
No.7BosfonColege
BC -205
No. 8 Kentucky •
No. 11 South Carolina
South Carolina -3.5

No. 9 Florida No. 1 Lousiana State

No. 4 Ohio Stated

settling in."
Cami1

No. 23 Purdue

BG coach

The Falcons look to improve on
some things as they travel south
to Delaware, (Into for the All-( Mo
meet. liddie Kipchoge will be looking to repeal his dominance over
(he field last season and keep his
All-Ohio crown. He is confident
he will lx' able to do so on the hilly
course and Wells also thinks he has
a good shot to repeat
The Falcons finished 18th last
year as a team and are hoping to
finish in the top 15. 'HUT run on
Friday at £00 pm

s

Corey Domek
Had 15 kills, hit at
44 percent and

OSU-7
No. 10 Oklahoma 9
No. 19 Texas
Oklahoma -11.5
No. 25 Nebraska 9
No. 17 Missouri
Miaou -7
Overall record

COLIN WILSON

CHRIS V0L0SCHUK

BRIAN SZABELSKI

DEREK WHITMORE

Snorts Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

BG Hockey Player

The Eagles have the worst pass
defense in the ACC They also
love clam chowder and speak with
annoying accents
BG38.BCS1

Every time I see the Doug Flutie
hail mary. I want to puke Nobody
takes a national championship
away from Bernie Kosar Nobody,
BG58.BC55

BC can stop the run Too bad the
Falcons love the pass game, and
the Eagles let up almost 270 yards
a game. This will be close
BG37.BCS6

I think the boys can do it and
they have golden opportumly to
do so. And I have Falcon Pride1

Kentucky went from having a
fat 08 to being ranked higher
than Floiida and playing No. 11 S.
Carolina What is going on?
Kentucky 28. South Carolina 17

That Under Armour commercial
with Spurrier in it is flat out
stupid. "Click clack", the Wildcats
will roll
Kentucky 34. South Carolina 23

How long can Kentucky continue ■
:)dand
to be the story ol Ui. .ear in the hershjvmgaHeisman-like
?
SEC At least until next weekend
whenthc-v 'ace LI1
Kentucky 35. South Carolina 25 Kentucky 35. South Carolina 21

Idiot 0SU fans were playing the
Aubum fight song Saturday after
Florida's loss Realize that the
Gators would still pound OSU.
LSU 20. Florida 17

According to most commentators. Tim Tebow is Gods gift to
football The Gatois will need
devine intervention to beat LSU
LSU 41. Florida 20

LSU's defense is suffocating Tim Sony Coach Meyer. I don't know
Tebow's going to need a lot of
if your team can rebound after
success and luck for the Gatris being upset by Auburn at the
to win.
for a reason
LSU 28. Florida 24
LSU 35. Florida 20

Todd Boeckman reminds me of
Justin Zwick in the sense that all
the intelligent Buckeye fans will
love him until he loses.
Purdue 31. Ohio State 28

I ve NEVER liked Todd Boeckman.
But unlike Tebow and Henne. hes
undefeated so far It will stay that
way this weekend
Ohio State 27, Purdue 17

The Boilermakers offense might OSU is the hockey teams biggest
be phenomenal, but their defense rival And there s too much scarlet
leaves a bit to be desired 01
Saturday here
State keeps this close
OSU"11
Purdue 39. Ohio State 31
Purdue 35. Ohio State 24

What's worse, losing to Colorado
or K-State? I don't know but
both these coaches support Mike
Gundy. And that is GARBAGE
Oklahoma 33, Texas 20

Oklahoma wins Mack Brown
cries. Matthew McConaughey
smokes pot and plays a sad song
on the bongos
Oklahoma 28, Texas 10

The Red River Shootout is
going to become The Red River
Blowout You don t lose by 20 to
K-State and beat the Sooner s
Oklahoma 40, Texas 21

Big tune- rivalry but I like tKe
me The Horns
just dor travel

Nebraska is home to Larry the
Cable Guy and Mizzou is home
to the best lournalism school in
the US Easy choice
Missouri 31. Nebraska 24

Eric Crouch bagged my groceries
the other day. he mentioned that
Nebraska had a good shot at
beating Missouri. He's an idiot
Missouri 35. Nebraska 27

Yes. I know Missouri hasn't had
the strongest schedule, but I
their chance to make a st.i'
against a good Nebraska i
Missouri 28. Nebraska 21

H

Missouri 28. Nebraska 14

17-1J

20-10

18-12

17-15 (cumulative)

GOLF
From Page 5

had just three
errors in the match

The team's goal in every match is
to hit .240 or above.
"Cotey Domek on the left side
had some really great shots."
Van IX-Walle said. "Om middles,
Kendra Halm and Stephanie
Swiger, combined for 26 of our 55
kills. Unit's incredible."
The middles had a field day
today." she said.
BG will look to continue their
home winning streak this weekend as they host Akron at 7 p.m.
on Friday and Buffalo at 3 p.m. on

Wednesday. Ooobec J. 2007 7

said. "But we can build on this
for the-next tournament."
While Schneider finished the
day off with a score of 69. which
was four under par.
How the course sets up for
the team is always an important
factor on whether or not thev

Coach Winger agrees thai the

Jace Walker

Q

Finished within the
top 10 for the third
time this season.
The Falcons
finished 10th.

can be successful.
"There were a lot of birdies
out there,'' Powers said. "It puts
more pressure on us to keep up
with tlie leaders."

team had a difficult time keep
ing up with the field.
"We saw 12 par fives in three
days," Winger said. "We have to
get eight, nine, or 10 undet to
stay in the game."
The team can look to
improve when they travel to
llopkinsville. Ky. for the Austin
I'eay Invitational. Although,
they will have to wail three
weeks, the tournament is not

Saturday.

The Falcons placed third at
All-Ohio last year, but that was
with lamie Koflow finishing
first and Hoflow has been red
shirted for the remainder of the
season. They compete on Friday
in Delaware. OH with the meet
kicking off at 2 pin.

4I9.3S4.9433
Falrvlew Plaza
1039 Haskins Rcl

Coach Winger feels his team
has a lot more to prove.
"We still haven't seen our besl
yet, \\ inger said. 'Hi is is a good
gull team."

lie

Foundation
for

c^oSS^f^
Breakfast. Lunch 'rf. Dinner All Dayl

K(, < ate Is a full service
Family Restaurant.
Offering homemade
dally specials.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

,' $2.00 off a Dinner Order \
!
(limit one per order)
\
\ Expires Wed. Oct 10 ,'

i Otut 7 ZW a TVat'i
1|

IU

» s«u .,

Management Inc.

419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

toe

• Haven House Manor
• Fox Run Apts.
• Piedmont "Newly Renovation"

• Mini Mall Apts.(downtown)
• Triplex
• Houses

• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed

. ,
see our websile or
call for more details

ON TODAY TO:

View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

2008/2009 Listings coming soon!

Now

Ranting

Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

MUT
SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

We re going to take a few
days oil for i.ill break," Winger
said." I hen go back to work.
"Goll is so unique to an)
other sport," Winger said.
"Golfers can practice on their
own ,i lot."

www.knowledge is empowering.com

iRi <-> 6. I"o* Rcl >

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

unsi

until Hi tober22-23.

1-800-395-HELP

BG Cafe

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units

fl

| od and they ari
toughenvi

getting help isn't

wwwprelerredpropeitiesco com

|^^B

Oklahoma 31. Texas 21

Being single and pregnant
is tough

Preferred
Properties Co.

jd

BG 34. BC 31 (OT)

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8:00 - 5:00
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

www.meccabg.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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CLASSES
From Page 8
On ihe other hand, the lack of
a traditional setting can really
be beneficial to students. In
both Mruk's and Haus's experience, shy students are tar more
willing to participate in discussions online than in a classroom. Students who are fearful
of embarrassment or ridicule in
a normal classroom can freely
express thoughts and opinions
during online discussic ins
According to llaus. (he dis
cussion is on a more equal field
than in a classroom. Since the
discussions are written, more
shy and quiet students have the
same opportunities to IK- heard
as the louder, more Involved
ones. I le also said teachers have
a tendency to dominate the conversation.This way, students! an
have more of a chance to discuss
among themselves more freely
instead of ,r>0 minutes per day,
three times per week.
Because many of the class
discussions tend to be more student-based, students also have
the opportunity to meet and
converse with students from
around the world.
"They could he across the
Atlantic Ocean," Haus said. "I've
had students from England,
from Prance, different parts of
Africa. I've had deployed soldiers."
Another advantage is online
courses provide a great way 10
catch up on classes if students
fall behind. Students who take
a semester off for an internship
can take online classes during
t he semester or t he su turner a nd
still be able to graduate on time.
Haus said.
West said taking one or two

classes during the summer
somewhat s|>ed up the process.
Sometimes students like to
work during the summer, and
instead of coming back to campus for summer courses, they
can simply do their work online,
llaus said.
Because the majority of work
is online, however, students
must have certain programs
downloaded to be able to run
the applications. But, according to I laus and Foster, the programs are all available online
and they're all free.
On first day of class, along
with the syllabus, you get a list

of programs, Foster sakL
"Any program you need you
can download for free off the
Internet, at least in all the classes
I've taken." she said.
[lie process of getting course
information, such as notes and
lectures, is getting easier all the
lime, llaus said. Some classes
are using sound files to record
lectures students are able to
clow nload into i limes. I laus said
he tries to make the programs as
easj to understand and use. and

as interesting as he can,
Foster said it's nice to be able
to listen to lectures more than
once, in case there were confusing aspects toil.
\lnik added classes need to
be correctly transferred to the
online environment.
The topic has to be crafted for
the environment." he Bald.
The next step to online leaching would be podcasts and and in
files. I laus would also like to try
lo get BCi experience and some
graduate courses online.
"Some of the first distance
educators were using radio."
I laus said. Now, everything that
they wished they could do for
students is finally happening.

a

is estimated that
mi average, there
arc fti.ooo ix-optc
airborne over trie
I S \ .ill the time.
II

Ivywood* #

FRIED TILAPIA
PASTA FLORENTINE
FRIED SHRIMP
VEGETARIAN LASAGNA

IV2 Blocks From Campus

SECURITY

C A, Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term Leases Avail
413 352 7691

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
29
32
33
34
35
38
39
40

Stair part
Northern Scandinavian
French assembly
Pedro's emphatic agreement
God of love
Early arcade name
Israeli airline
Clinton cabinet member
Writer Alison
Cranes
Histonc years
Writer Murdoch
Talking bird
Taj Mahal city
Bad actor
Conception of pertection
Toledo's lake
Weekend cowboy
Cranes
Art Deco illustrator
Us in Pans
First name in B-29 lore

41
42
43
44
45
46
52
53
54
56
57
58
59
60
61

Observe
Subdue
Hags
Stiff hair
Pre-coll. exams
Cranes
Truman's birthplace
Borodin's prince
Slangy negative
New York city
Swiss river
McEntire sitcom
Ancient physician
Street-sign abbr.
Insolent rejoinder

Core groups
Michener title
Have a sound sleep?
Fake coin
See-yat
Old-time actor
Jannings
Thickening agent
Perlman of "Cheers"
Bathing places
Doesn't lack
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Services Offered

'BARTENDING1 up to S300'day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

" Avail now Rooms $225 mo 4
bdrm. free internet cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325

Students, we will clean up after
your party...recycle your cans,
bring the bags, etc. Call 419-3521457, ask (or Linn. Let us know
when & we'll be Ihere.There is a
tee. don't get a citation. Call Parly
To Go. Inc. 419-352-1457.

Beef up your resume' Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo Three positions available S8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll
work with your schedule Please call
Scott at 419-824-5819

Direct Care Openings) Do you have
what it takes to assist persons with
MR/DD with daily living skills in a
group home setting? Part time. &
sub positions available $8.50
-S13.18/hr based on exp. Positions
require High School Diploma or GED
and valid drivers license & acceptable driving record Obtain application at Wood County Board ot
MR/DD, 11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green. Ent. B. Mon-Fri.
8am-4 30pm or download from
www.woodlaneresldential.org.
EOE
Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm

1024 E Wooster*RR Two bedroom
apartment in Triplex S365 per
month FREE UTILITIES.
419-352-5620

WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD
CARS. RUNNING OR NOT.
419-819-8700

Movie extras new opportunities for
upcoming productions All looks
needed No experience required for
casting calls Call 877-218-6224

Personals

Sludios. from $309
I Bedrooms: Irom $435

■^
419-353-2277
^"
I63S Maln*BowllngGreen

28
29
30
31
33
34
36
37
42

Compass pt.
Turn, as soil
Actor Morales
Robber's deed
Rodeo rope
Revival meeting shouts
Early video game
Early bloomers
Mint family plant
Needle cases
Drug agt
Indy winner Luyendyk
43
Connections
Fairy-tale toll collector 44
45
Goofed
46
Heaps
Cherish
47
48
French income, perhaps
49
Bicker
50
One of HOMES
51
Muddle
55
Flat-topped hills
Self-centered type
Mesozoic creatures
Maternally related
Bunk in a liner
Iran's capital
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Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27

CUitiflW Ads

PECAN CHICKEN
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

The Daily Crossword Fix

From Page 3
gel out.
However, some faculty members raised concerns about writing recommendations forstudenls
who have already graduated.
"Five years from now it is helpful to have ihe record to remember these students when they ask
us for recommendations," said
Opportune Zongo, associate professor of romance and classical
studies.
To confronl this problem the
department offices keeps students records for up to six years,
lenks said.
Some faculty members still
expressed concerns about lime
commitment
doing to department offices is
difficult for us to do, said Molly
Ixiflin, professor of family and
consumer sciences.
The subject arose over the summer, bin Paukin fell the concern
needed lo be re-addressed.
This issue got a lot of discussion on campus over the summer but clearly there were fewer
faculty and fewer students, and
we thought it was necessary to
bring that issue forward again,"
said Paukin.
Overall, the idea is to protect
student and faculty information.
"We arc just trying to keep information safe," lenks said. "We need
to be careful with l'(X) numbers
and social security numbers than
we with do grades,"

Bellydance-YOGA at Radiance Mind
body studio Come get your bliss fix
with our fabulous classes. Located at
437 S Main St Rm 3 Call
419-352-0834 or email
LKSbellyblessings@yahoo.com tor
class schedule

EH

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
All Draught Pints
Just $2 All Day
On Thursdays

Need
A
Job?
SUPPLY CHAIN

Earn S800-S3200 a month to dnve
brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www.AdCarClub.com

08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals com
S*WEB/call 419-353-0325
1 bdrm apt across from campus
$350 a month + utilities Available
Jan 4 419-897-5997
1 bdrm apt for sublease in Hillsdale
1st month's rent is free
Call 419656-8268

Undercover shoppers earn up to
S150perday Undercover shoppers
needed to judge retail & dining
establishments Experience not
required Call 800-722-4791.

LIFEGUARD: PT or FT Must have
current Lifeguard. CPR and First Aid
Certification. Varied hours Primarily
afternoon and evening shifts Position will be year round employment.
Water Service Instructor Certification
preferred or WSI training will be provided Sunshine offers excellent benefits, quality on-going training programs, competitive wages and potential tor growth Apply in person at
Sunshine Inc ot NW Ohio. 7223
Maumee-Western Rd . Maumee. OH
43537 Applications accepted Mon •
Fri, 8am-4pm. For more information
and to learn about additional employment opportunities, please call
419-794-1368 or visit
www.work45unshine.org, EOE

228 S College #L and O 2 bedroom
newly remodeled apanments 5395
plus eleclnc Hardwood floors Call
419-352-5620

YMCA child care group leaders Immediate openings Available shifts
Mon thru Fn. 6 30-9 00am, 1 006:00pm S 3 00-6 00pm Contact
Sara 419-251-9622

3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower

For Sale

Available Second Semester
2 or 1 bdrm. at 800 Third Si
Call 419-354-9740.

ESTATE SALE: turn., h h items, too
much to list 10333 Napoleon Rd
Fn & Sat 9-6. Sun noon - 5pm

Quiet & cozy 1 bedroom, living room,
kitchen, parking $390 mo Electric
only 419-654-5716

419-352-5239
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
1 Bedroom apt Pets allowed
Call 419-704-0133

MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE

GROWING OUR
PROGRAM

JOHN NEWLOVE UAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

BGSU SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE MEETING (SCM)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

SCM program ranked 16th in the Nation
by US NEWS and World Report
Benefits of a Supply Chain Management Specialization
1) Salaries above S45,000/yr. plus Bonuses
2) Co-op & Internship opportunities leading to full-time employment
3) Over $40,000 awarded in Scholarships
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4) SCM Companies: John Deere, BP, HP, Bendix, Emerson Climate Tech,
Bechtel, Honda, Honeywell, SAIC, Owens-Corning Marathon and ect...
5) Student organizations (ISM & APICS)

...Because Tireman loves your
truck Just like you do!

Come join us on Oct. 8,2007 at the Supply Chain Management
Institute Meeting to learn more about the specialization,
interact with faculty and company representatives and meet
current students.

BGSU Supply Chain
Management Institute Meeting

Olscamp Hall
Room 101
Monday - October 8,2007
To Register Contact Karen Williams
Call: 419-372-6963
E-mail: karenwiCa'bgsu.edu
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